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By ALFRED LEE Staff Reporter

When celebrity developer Mohamed Hadid sold
his Bel Air estate for $50 million, it was the priciest
home sale in the country in 2010.

But some of the proceeds went to pay off an unlike-
ly real estate financier – Ray Irani, the billionaire for-
mer chairman of Occidental Petroleum Corp.

The $2.5 million loan repayment to Irani’s trust was

part of a series of financial transactions related to residen-
tial real estate between the two high-profile friends. But
their relationship soured after the real estate bust and the
two are now fighting over who should shoulder losses.

Hadid, a developer to the rich and famous known
for his recurring presence on reality TV shows such as
“The Real Housewives of Beverly Hills” and “The
Shahs of Sunset,” claims he and Irani’s trustee set up
a joint venture in 2008 to develop residential proper-
ties in the L.A. area. They bought a $7.9 million home
in Beverly Hills from rapper Kanye West and were
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INVESTMENT: Ray Irani sues
friend over megamansion mess.

By BETHANY FIRNHABER Staff Reporter

In Southern California, the birthplace of mod-
ern commercial burger culture, people aren’t shy
about eating the occasional cheeseburger and
fries. But more and more, meals don’t include
meat, or any animal byproducts, for that matter.

Top of the plate in that effort in Los Angeles is
vegan food chain Veggie Grill.

The Santa Monica fast-casual restaurant com-
pany, while certainly not the first in the area to
cater to health-conscious vegetarians, is the first to
act on an expansive national agenda.

Veggie Grill expects to double its total restau-
rant count from 19 to 40 by the end of 2014,

By JAMES RUFUS KOREN Staff Reporter

BEATING the July heat in shorts, a loose polo shirt,
Crocs and a seersucker porkpie hat, Frank Yuan
doesn’t come off as a high-powered international

financial intermediary.
But his tiny firm, ASAP Expo Inc., has seized on a

hot and growing business, shepherding tens of millions
of dollars from China into L.A. hotels, much of it from
big-name investors.

A veteran of the apparel trade, Yuan helped build
massive manufacturing wealth in China and is now using
his ties there to direct Chinese money back to the United
States as the flow of cash from East to West speeds up.
Chinese investment in the United States could reach a
record $8 billion this year, much of it into hotels and
other real estate.

In its latest deal, ASAP brokered the purchase of a
DoubleTree hotel in San Pedro by the U.S. arm of
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Busted Homes Break Up Beverly Hills Buddies

Investors are showing renewed
interest in Class A office buildings
throughout Los Angeles, ratcheting
up the number of deals this year
and driving prices higher. Interest
has been particularly strong in
Santa Monica and downtown Los
Angeles, where the Desmond
Building, right, changed hands
this year and is set to be rehabbed.
Read about what’s motivating
buyers in this special report. 
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Hadid Irani

High-powered hotel buyers turn
to low-key Frank Yuan for help.

Chinese CheckIn

Mild-Mannered
Middle Man: 
ASAP Expo’s
Frank Yuan in
Alhambra. 
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China’s state-owned aerospace conglomerate,
Aviation Industry Corp. of China, or AVIC.
The $12 million deal closed in March.

That’s a big deal for a small firm, especial-
ly for one that has only been in the real estate
game a few years. But what the firm lacks in
experience it makes up for in relationships
with Chinese and Chinese-American
investors, relationships that Yuan built over
four decades as an apparel importer.

“Everything is timing in life,” Yuan said.
“In China, all those people who made money
in apparel, now they want to diversify in the
U.S. They all come to me.”

Chinese money has been pouring into
Los Angeles and the rest of the country over
the past few years. New York consulting
firm Rhodium Group reported total
Chinese investment in the United States hit
a record $6.7 billion in 2012 and that this
year’s figure will likely be higher. In the
first quarter alone, Chinese investment here
was $2.2 billion.

Alan X. Reay, president of Irvine hotel
brokerage and consultancy Atlas Hospitality
Group, said hotels have been of particular
interest to Chinese buyers. He predicted that
over the next few years Chinese investors will
buy more American properties than did
Japanese investors in the 1980s or Korean
investors last decade.

If that proves out, old relationships could
continue to pay off for Yuan and other well-
connected Chinese advisers in the United
States, said Joseph Fan, president of Diamond
Bar hotel management company Brighton
Management LLC, which operates several
hotels owned by Chinese investors.

He said Chinese firms, even huge ones
such as AVIC, are more likely to work with a
small-time adviser they know than with a big-
name firm they don’t. 

“It’s a culture thing,” Fan said. “It’s all
about relationships. If I’m in China and
you’re in the U.S., and I know you, I’m going
to call you and ask you to help me out instead
of going to a large brokerage house. I see that
time after time.”

Taiwanese import
Yuan, 64, was born in China and grew up in

Taiwan after his family fled the mainland’s com-
munist regime. He came to the United States in
the 1970s, earned an M.B.A. from Utah State
University and moved to Los Angeles.

He quickly started an import business,
buying pants from Taiwanese factories –
some of them run by college classmates or
family friends – and selling them to American
wholesalers.

Over the years, Yuan branched out into
real estate, buying apartment buildings and
developing a few residential properties, later
starting Cyber Merchants Exchange, an
Internet company that allowed retailers to
order directly from small Asian apparel facto-
ries. He took the company public through an
IPO in 1999, but it was never profitable and
folded in 2006.

Yuan continued in the apparel trade, oper-
ating a Las Vegas trade show for apparel
manufacturers. The ASAP Show, created as
part of Cyber Merchants Exchange in 2001,
was spun off from the failed company and
continued to operate until 2009.

That year, with revenue dwindling, ASAP
scrapped its trade show and tried to become a
type of investment bank, specifically focusing
on helping Chinese companies go public in
the United States and Germany.

But Yuan and ASAP broke into the real
estate market when a friend from the apparel
industry asked Yuan to help him buy a home
in Los Angeles. That friend was Huang Wei,
chairman of Shenzhen, China, investment
firm Shenzhen New World Group Ltd.
Huang made his money in the apparel busi-
ness and Shenzhen New World owns a mas-
sive wholesale apparel market similar to
downtown L.A.’s California Market Center.

In 2010, Yuan and ASAP advised the com-
pany on its $60 million purchase of the former
Marriott Downtown hotel at Figueroa and
Third streets. Yuan said he helped Huang and
other Shenzhen executives understand offer

documents from the hotel’s seller, GE Capital,
and from the hotel’s management company.
Shenzhen New World, in turn, gave ASAP free
office space at the hotel for five years. Yuan
later advised Shenzhen on its $90 million pur-
chase of the Universal Sheraton in 2011.

“It seems like Frank and the chairman of
Shenzhen go way back,” said Brighton
Management’s Fan. “Initially, he was refer-
ring to Frank as their manager in the United
States and so on. Frank’s been around.”

Though public, ASAP – which trades over
the counter for less than a dime – is a tiny fam-
ily operation: Its only employees are Yuan; his
brother, Norbert; his son, Jerome; and an
administrative assistant. But thanks to its recent
hotel deals, its revenue is growing fast.

The company reported net income last
year of about $55,000 on revenue of
$493,000. In this year’s first quarter alone, its
revenue topped $542,000 and profit jumped
to $326,000.

All of ASAP’s revenue comes from consult-
ing fees; it charges clients a small percentage of
the value of real estate transactions and other
deals, Yuan said, though the details are not dis-
closed in the company’s regulatory filings.

Trusted advice
In its typical representation of a Chinese

investor, ASAP finds and presents potential
acquisitions, submits offers, handles negotia-
tions with sellers and, later, with hotel brands,
unions and management companies. In some
cases, including the San Pedro DoubleTree,

Yuan is himself an investor.
ASAP has advised AVIC on all its hotel

deals in the United States, and while the aero-
space conglomerate is the majority owner,
Yuan and other investors have taken minority
stakes. Yuan, who made his investment per-
sonally, not through ASAP, said he took out a
mortgage on his San Marino home to buy
about 10 percent of the DoubleTree.

Yuan said he wants not only to advise on
hotel acquisitions, but also stay on as the
owners’ investment manager, overseeing U.S.
properties. That should give ASAP an ongo-
ing revenue stream after Chinese investment
here slows down.

“I think we have another good two or
three years,” he said. “If we can coordinate
and manage the assets, we should build a nice
fee income.”

He’s continuing to work with AVIC and
Shenzhen New World, but said he also has a
stable of wealthy Chinese individuals looking
to buy into the U.S. hotel market. Many of
those clients are, like Huang, acquaintances
from Yuan’s years in the apparel industry.

“Apparel company owners are making so
much money from apparel, then they want to
expand in different industries,”Yuan said.
“Mostly they like real estate. They understand
the value of the land and the replacement cost.”

When Chinese investors buy properties
here, it’s common for them to work with a
Chinese adviser such as Yuan, even if they
also work with a big brokerage, said Michael
Blahosky, a senior vice president in the
Westlake Village office of Denver hotel bro-
kerage HREC Investment Advisors. He rep-
resented the sellers of the San Pedro
DoubleTree in the AVIC deal and said he has
worked with Yuan on other deals.

“I’ve seen Southern California-based
Chinese working either with offshore money
or money from Chinese people here who
don’t speak English well,” Blahosky said.
“There’s usually an intermediary in that situa-
tion. And Frank is very connected to the
Chinese community, here and in China.”

Those connections led Yuan to AVIC,
which is now in escrow on three more U.S.
hotels – all deals brokered or arranged by
ASAP. Sherman Zhang, president of AVIC’s
American operations, said he’s pleased with
Yuan’s counsel.

“He’s not from a big brokerage or a big
investment advisory firm, but he understands
this business,” Zhang said. “And he has
helped other invests from China to invest in
hotel business in the USA.”

Zhang said he has known Yuan for five
years, but doesn’t recall how they were first
introduced.

“It’s a small community,” he said. “People
know people.”

Real Estate: Middle Man Hooks Up Chinese Clients

beginning with outlets up and down the West
Coast then soon thereafter taking on Texas and
New York.

In addition to meatless and dairy-free
cheeseburgers, the vegan chain serves plant-
based comfort foods including macaroni and
cheese; sweet potato fries; and fried “chick’n”
sandwiches, made of wheat and soy proteins.

Darren Tristano, executive vice president at
Chicago market research firm Technomic Inc.,
said he’s seen an influx of health-focused restau-
rants, including vegetarian restaurants, open in
recent years. He expects the trend will continue.

“Ten years ago, a concept like Veggie Grill
had very little appeal,” he said. “Today, healthy
food is more top of mind. Time has caught up
with this type of a concept, and it’s allowing

Veggie Grill to expand
and be successful.”

Greg Dollarhyde,
who joined Veggie
Grill as chief executive
two years ago, said the
chain plans to capital-
ize on the growing
trend toward healthy
vegetarian food.

“We really want to
change the way people

eat, think and talk about vegetarian food,” he
said. “And, like any business, we want to capi-
talize on our growing following while we can.”

Veggie Grill has signed leases to open three
restaurants in the next two months. They will
be in Westlake Village, San Diego and down-
town Seattle. A fourth location – in Carlsbad –
is expected to begin construction soon, too. 

The company is simultaneously looking for
leases to open restaurants in Houston and
Austin, Texas, and recently opted to cast it nets
as far as New York.

Dollarhyde said the decision to take on the
New York market didn’t come lightly.

“When you start thinking about being
3,000 miles away from the restaurants you’re
opening, it’s kind of a daunting task,” he said.
“But at the same time, we think New York is
ready for our food. There’s the start of a better-
for-you food movement happening in New
York now.”

Location, location, location
But even as the trend toward healthy eating

is on the rise, Tristano said such aggressive
expansion might be a challenge for Veggie Grill.
For one thing, restaurant real estate is harder to
come by these days, particularly in the upscale

markets the chain is planning to enter.
“The industry has improved since the reces-

sion and we’re seeing more restaurant open-
ings than closures,” he said. “Because of that,
top locations are more difficult to find and
obtain. Veggie Grill isn’t just another pizza
place that can survive almost anywhere.”

The vegan chain, which is entirely compa-
ny owned, leases space rather than purchasing
real estate in the upscale urban markets it pri-
oritizes for growth. 

Dollarhyde, who said his personal goal for
the company is to double the chain’s restaurant
count every 18 months, said he likes to open
more than one restaurant in a region at a time.

“You have to be willing to go into markets and
build out more than one,” he said. “One restaurant
in Seattle, for example, doesn’t create the excite-

Dining: Vegetarian Chain Hungers for Expansion
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‘Everything is timing in
life. In China, all those
people who made
money in apparel, now
they want to diversify
in the U.S. They all
come to me.’
FRANK YUAN,
ASAP Expo Inc.

‘It’s a culture thing. It’s all about relationships. If I’m
in China and you’re in the U.S., and I know you, I’m
going to call you and ask you to help me out
instead of going to a large brokerage house.’
JOSEPH FAN, Brighton Management LLC

Continued from page 1
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targeting other projects when the market
crashed, resulting in losses for both investors.
Therefore, he claims, he owes Irani nothing.

Irani, however, says there was no partner-
ship. He claims he was simply loaning his friend
money, not investing in his projects, and that as
a result, Hadid owes him some $6 million.

Whatever the nature of the relationship, the
dispute has moved to the courts to be untangled.

That Irani, once one of the highest-paid
executives in the world, and Hadid, one of
Southern California’s leading high-end resi-
dential developers, were jumping into doomed
residential projects as late as 2008 shows how
even the most sophisticated players were
blindsided by the real estate crunch, said Bill
Pham, a real estate attorney who reviewed the
case for the Business Journal.

Case in point: West paid $7.15 million for
his home in 2007 and made $750,000 when he
flipped it to Hadid in March 2008. Hadid, in
turn, lost $1.4 million when he was forced to
unload the property in a short sale in 2009 for
$6.5 million.

“There are a lot of sophisticated parties that
were caught buying property high with nowhere
to go,” Pham said. “That looks like that’s what
happened here. They were just part of the mar-
ket where everyone else was looking at the
upswing and they went right off the cliff.”

Once close – Hadid designed Irani’s current
home in Bel Air and has been a guest at dinner par-
ties there – the two are now riven by the dispute.

“I would say the relationship is strained,”
said Lee Dresie, Irani’s attorney. “Irani is very

disappointed that his former friend is acting the
way he’s acting.”

Hadid declined to comment through his
attorney.

Power players
The Palestinian-born Hadid is known for

building opulent homes in Beverly Hills and
Bel Air that sport Turkish baths, ballrooms and
movie theaters. They often are priced in the
tens of millions of dollars and are snapped up
by ultrawealthy foreign buyers. But he has also
worked on homes for celebrities including
Sylvester Stallone and built the Holmby Hills
home that Michael Jackson was staying in at
the time of his death. He has reportedly sold
more than $250 million of residential real
estate through his primary Southern California
real estate agents.

“He builds large outrageous homes, which
seems to appeal to the more international
buyer who wants everything possible in a
house,” said one Westside residential broker
who asked not to be named. He has toured one
of Hadid’s homes but has not done any deals
with him.

Among his clients was Irani, born in
Lebanon but likewise of Palestinian descent,
and chief executive of Westwood’s Occidental
from 1990 to 2011. He remained chairman of
Oxy until May, when shareholders forced him
out. His compensation during that span was
reportedly more than $1 billion, and the
Business Journal estimated his net worth at
$1.29 billion in May, ranking him No. 36 on its
list of Wealthiest Angelenos.

Irani’s Bel Air home, assessed by the coun-
ty at $20.5 million, was just a five-minute walk

from Hadid’s former home at 630 Nimes
Road, a 48,000-square-foot mansion known as
Le Belvedere.

In February 2008, Hadid was approached by
Kenneth Anderson, the trustee of the Ray R.
Irani Trust, about investing in various residen-
tial properties, according to Hadid’s Los Angeles
Superior Court complaint, in which he is seeking
a ruling that he does not owe Irani money.

The first property the two were involved in
was West’s mansion at 631 N. Crescent Drive,
a “tear-down” project that the rapper reported-
ly had never lived in. The $7.9 million pur-
chase was funded in part by Irani’s capital
infusion of $3 million, according to Hadid’s
lawsuit. Irani allegedly invested another $3
million for a second property and discussed
investing an additional $4 million.

As part of the deal, Hadid claims he provided
development services for a Palm Springs property
owned by Irani’s trust. Irani’s attorney confirmed
his client owns a home in the Palm Springs area.

Hadid alleges that the investments were
secured by trust deeds on the 631 N. Crescent
property as well as on Hadid’s own Nimes
home as a “bridge loan” until a partnership
agreement was finalized.

Collapse
But the collapse of the real estate market in

late 2008 halted any further plans or project
work. The Crescent property was sold in
October 2009 at a loss.

In February 2009, Hadid also put his Nimes
home on the market. Though he eventually
sold it in May 2010 for a whopping $50 mil-
lion, he reportedly spent $66.5 million buying
and developing the property and had priced it

at $85 million.
His lawsuit claims that proceeds were “just

enough money to pay off creditors” and that $2.5
million from the sale went to pay back Irani.

Irani’s attorney told the Business Journal that
because the relationship was strictly lender-bor-
rower and not an investment partnership, Hadid
owes the former Oxy chairman an additional $6
million in loans and interest. Anderson, the
trustee, filed a cross-complaint last week.

Based on his review of the documents,
Pham said it would be difficult for Hadid to get
out of the loans.

“He has a tough road, because the docu-
ments are executed by him and he has to prove
these are somehow invalid,” he said.

It is not Hadid’s first time getting caught in
a real estate crunch. 

He became prominent in the 1980s by
building office buildings in Washington, D.C.,
and Ritz-Carlton hotels around the country.
When the real estate market collapsed in the
late ’80s, he lost office buildings and his river-
front home to lenders. He moved to Los
Angeles during the 1990s and reinvented him-
self as a megamansion developer, recently
making appearances on reality television as a
friend of “Real Housewives of Beverly Hills”
star Lisa Vanderpump and ex-husband of
another cast member, Yolanda Foster.

But ups and downs are part of the business,
and Hadid is still making moves. This month, he
reportedly sold a 48,000-square-foot mansion
he built in Beverly Hills to Lola Karimova-
Tillyaeva, the daughter of Uzbekistan’s auto-
cratic president Islam Karimov. The building
was listed at $58 million, though the final pur-
chase price was not revealed.

Investment: Residential Bust a Strain on Friendship
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ment or awareness that you need in a big city.”
The company, which Dollarhyde said has

grown revenue by 65 percent in the last year, is
funding its expansion in part through corporate
cash flow, but mostly with $20 million the com-
pany raised from investors in January. Westside
private equity firm Brentwood Associates,
which began investing in Veggie Grill in 2011,
provided much of that money and is now the
company’s largest single shareholder.

Still, Vegetarian Resource Group, a
Baltimore non-profit that tracks Americans’
meatless eating habits, estimated that vegetari-
ans made up only 3 percent of the overall U.S.
population in 2010.

That, Tristano said, means Veggie Grill will
need to convince carnivores to try its food to

have widespread success.
“I think most Americans who eat hamburg-

ers prefer beef to black bean or Portobello,” he
said. “If the price point is similar and I have the
choice of having a burger at Veggie Grill or at
Umami Burger, I’m going to go where the
taste is better.”

A meatless, dairy-free cheeseburger with a
side of steamed kale at Veggie Grill costs
$9.95. West L.A. burger chain Umami’s signa-
ture sandwich costs $11.

Dollarhyde said that while meat eaters
might not be drawn to the idea of eating fake
meat, once they do, they usually come back for
more. In fact, he said only 30 percent of Veggie
Grill customers are vegetarian or vegan.

“Because our food is plant based, there’s no
hormones, no cholesterol and very little saturat-
ed fat,” he said. “It’s all part of the big move-
ment in the United States of better-for-me food.”

Restaurant: Veggie Grill Wants Bite of Big Apple

Dispute: Former Beverly Hills home of Kanye West bought by Mohamed Hadid. 
RINGO H.W. CHIU/LABJ

Celebrity Circle: Hadid with Michael Jackson and their kids in 2008. 
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‘Better-for-You’ Movement: Interior of Veggie Grill chain restaurant.
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